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Service
Bulletin

Auto Choke Starting and Running Issues Above 3500 ft. (1067 m)

We have received reports from dealers and distributors in higher altitudes, of the XT-Series auto choke 
system starting and running rich for a long time, before picking up in RPM and finally running clean.

The cause was the choke plate staying almost completely closed as soon as the engine started. The 
thinner air in higher altitudes affects the diaphragm pull-off efficiency.

A new profile choke plate, Kohler Part No. 14 146 14-S, has been developed that takes advantage of the air 
flow through the carburetor to open sooner and wider after starting.

XT-Series engines with Serial No. 40272xxxxx and higher have the new style choke plate.

If you encounter this situation, confirm that the exhaust arm and carburetor diaphragm are operating 
correctly, and install new choke plate (order from your Kohler source of supply). The original choke plate 
has two holes in it; the new choke plate has none.

Tools needed:  needle-nose pliers and a small screwdriver.

Procedure:
 1. Remove the air cleaner cover, air cleaner element, and spit back baffle to access the choke plate.

 2. Using the tip of a small screwdriver, carefully slide the screwdriver between the right side of 
the choke plate and the plastic vertical choke shaft until choke plate can be removed using the 
needle-nose pliers.

 3. Using the pliers, insert the new choke plate with the lock tabs to the right.

 4. Check operation by manually closing the choke.

 5. Reinstall the spit back baffle, air cleaner element, and air cleaner cover.

Normal warranty terms apply for choke plate replacement.

We have found that in altitudes of 3500 ft. (1067 m) and above, a high altitude kit should be installed. 
You can find the high altitude kit part numbers in our free online parts lookup www.kohlerplus.com 
under the Notes & Instructions field of the 14 853 XX-S carburetor kits.


